A search for cultural definitions of suicide in the cinema found that American film portrayals of suicide de-emphasize psychiatric causes such as major depression while stressing the social causes of suicide, such as relationship breakdown, lover's triangles, death of a loved one, shame, and rape (Stack & Bowman 2012). Only a quarter of American cinematic suicides link suicide to mental disorders, whereas most tie suicide to social and economic strains. It is unknown if the films of other nations neglect the psychiatric causes of suicide. The present work compares the causes of suicide in American films (N=1,377) to those found in British films (N=135). Surprisingly, the distributions of 7 principal causes are not significantly different. The findings support a globalization/historical thesis where the cinema of Western nations present similar social explanations of suicide. Cinematic explanations of suicide have their roots in two millennia of world literature/art.
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